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This morning at 07.30 AM is my routine that go to eat breakfast 
every day. Today I had go to 2 Funeral facilities and Garden terrace 
Nagasaki hotel.First place that we went is  Funeral facility 
(Tenreikaikan) and then go to 2nd place Funeral facility (Memolead 
Hall Ohashi). All I had to do is looked about place and how was 
japanese doing  funeral . Espescially Memolead Hall Ohashi is bigger 
than and has more space than Tenreikaikan.  

About doing funeral here is different from Thailand. Thai people have 
to do funeral at temple. I think Memolead Group had good system to 
manage and looked very good. There are more car park and space to 
welcome guests and has rooms that cousin use for rest that do the 
funeral with company 
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At noon we ate lunch with staff and then went to Nagasaki Garden 
Terrace Hotel. There are manager and his secretary that told me 
about information of this hotel. This hotel is luxury and most people 
came here for have some vacation or wedding. The hotel has many 
type of rooms for guest with different style. You can see good view 
from this hotel because it locate on the best spot. This hotel 
designed by very famous Architect name Kengo Kuma that designed 
Starbuck Coffee in Dazaifu. We looked around hotel and ask about 
how to do advertisement.  
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The hardest for me is how to communicate with people here because 
my japanese language is beginner so i will know just some part of 
information but people here try to use hand and make some actions 
to let me understand what they are talking about. TodayI really enjoy 
because it not easy to see and get information about Japanese 
funeral. The hotel is very beautiful and luxury. I think if there are 
many advertisement for international it would be a good chance to 
pull traveller who love this hotel style come and have some vacation 
in Nagasaki. 

 


